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Debugging, i.e., fault localization, in case of a detected failure is a time consuming and in-
tricate task. The automation or at least partial automation of debugging is therefore highly
desired. In this paper, we discuss some of themost recent approaches for debugging namely
spectrum-based, slicing-based, and model-based debugging. We focus on the latter, and
introduce the underlying theory as well as discuss empirical results obtained from our im-
plementation. The model-based approach we present in this paper relies on a constraint
representation of a program that is equivalent to the original program in terms of the input-
output behavior under some reasonable assumptions. By using constraints for representing
programs and subsequently test cases we are able to state the debugging problem as a con-
straint satisfaction problem that can be effectively solved using a todays constraint solver.
The given empirical results indicate that the approach can be used for debugging smaller
programs in less than 1 s. Moreover, we briefly compare the three approaches and suggest a
combination of them in order to improve the results and the overall necessary running time.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Program debugging, i.e., the detection, localization, and correction of programs, is generally considered a hard problem
especially after program deployment, but of huge practical value. Support of program debugging helps to keep direct and
indirect costs of software development low. Faults that are corrected early in the development process cause less costs than
faults revealed after shipping the software to the customers. Therefore, most of the research activities since the beginnings
of software engineering have focused on verification and validation in order to ensure program correctness. Only a little
research effort has been spent in developing tools for debugging. In this paper, we discuss some, but not all methods for
automated fault localization and present one, i.e., model-based debugging, in more detail.
In the context of the paper, program debugging is defined as the activity carried out by humans or a program itself that
localizes a root cause in the source code of a program, which is responsible for an observed behavior deviating from the
expected one. Obviously, after finding the root cause, we are also interested in making the corrective changes, but this part
of debugging as a whole is not in the focus of this paper. The given definition of debugging is a very general one. Until now,
we have not introduced any restriction regarding how to observe a deviation. For example, such a deviation might come
from user demands that are not implemented in the deployed program. Such a root cause requires adding functionality to
the program and has to dowith re-design. Another reason for inconsistencies is that the program does not pass all test cases.
As a consequence, verification reveals a faulty behavior and the cause usually has to be tracked down to parts of the source
code responsible for the misbehavior. Note that a program might fail passing a test case because the program computes a
wrong value for a variable or raises an exception like a division-by-zero exception.
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Fig. 1. A program fragment computing the minimum, maximum, and sum of both for an array of integers.
Table 1
The test suite used to verify the program from Fig. 1.
Test case Input / input Expected output
A [ 1 ] result = 2, min = 1, max = 1
B [ 1, 2 ] result = 3, min = 1, max = 2
C [ 2, 1, 3, 0 ] result = 3, min = 0, max = 3
D [ 0, 1, 2, 3 ] result = 3, min = 0, max = 3
E [ 2, 1 ] result = 3, min = 1, max = 2
In the approach presented in this paper we rely on some restrictions. We assume that the source code of the program
as well as a test suite comprising at least one failing test case is given. We further restrict debugging to cases where the
original program computes a wrong value for at least one program variable. We assume that the program to be debugged is
syntactically correct, does not comprise any type errors and infinite loops, and that the corrected program is a close variant
of the original one.
For the purpose of explaining our approach, we make use of a small program fragment depicted in Fig. 1. This fragment
computes the minimum and maximum of a collection of integers stored in an array as well as the sum of the minimum and
maximum under the pre-condition that the array comprises at least one element. Otherwise, an Out of Bounds exception
would be raisedwhen accessing the first element of the array in Line 2. Note, that changing this program in order to avoid the
exception is simple, but increases the program size, which is less appropriate for explanation purposes. Moreover, because
of the same reason and our assumptions, we exclude all definitions and type informations from the source code.
The program fragment comprises a bug in Line 13. In order to detect the faulty behavior we introduce a test suite
comprising five different test cases (see Table 1). Each of them specifies values for the input variables and the expected
output. When running our example program on each test case, the fragment returns unexpected values. So how to obtain
the root cause for this detected misbehavior? Let us explain model-based debugging for extracting the root cause. For this
purpose consider test case A from Table 1. When running the program on test case A only the following statements are
executed:
1. i = 1;
2. min = input[0];
3. max = input[0];
4. while (i < length) {
12. }
13. result = min * max;
Let us now assume that each of these statements is represented by a relation (or mathematical equation) R(v1, . . . , vk)
over the used variables v1, . . . , vk in that statement.Moreover, let us assume that each relation has an unique corresponding
predicate ¬ABR. A relation is used in a derivation if its corresponding variable is true. Formally, we represent this using the
horn clause¬ABR → R(v1, . . . , vk). For example, we represent statement 1. i = 1; using rule¬AB1 → i = 1,where
i = 1 is a relation stating that i has to be 1. We obtain similar rules for the other assignment statements. For simplicity and
because of the fact that the while-statement is not executed, we ignore it. We describe the handling of such statements later
in this paper.
The idea of model-based debugging is to use the set of obtained rules for debugging. We automatically obtain this set,
which is the model, from the source code of the program. Hence, there is no need to manually construct the model. An
explanation, i.e., a root cause, for a test case, which is called a diagnosis, is an assignment of truth values to the ¬ABR
predicates such that the model together with the test case is satisfiable. Note that we represent the test case itself as set of
relations.
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For our example, we have the following model SD and the following set of observations OBS:
SD =
⎧⎨
⎩
¬AB1 → i = 1,¬AB2 → min = input[0],
¬AB3 → max = input[0],¬AB13 → result = min · max
⎫⎬
⎭
OBS = {input[0] = 1,min = 1,max = 1, result = 2}
Debugging in the model-based debugging approach is reduced to finding a truth assignment to ¬ABR predicates that
does not lead to a contradiction. If we assume that ¬AB2 is false and all other ¬ABR predicates to be true, we obtain an
inconsistency. From the truth of¬AB13 and themodel we obtain that result = min ·maxmust hold.We know that result = 2
andmax = 1 and are, therefore, able to compute the value 2 formin, which contradicts the expected values in OBS, i.e.,min
is expected to be 1. Consequently, the assumed truth assignment cannot be a diagnosis. When applying the same procedure
for every truth assignmentwith one predicate to be false and the other to be true, we only obtain one satisfiable assignment:
¬AB13 is false and the other predicates have to be true. We are able to conclude that statement 13 is the only root cause
comprising only one statement. Note that in themodel-based debugging terminology AB stands for abnormal. If¬AB is false
for a statement, then the statement has to be abnormal.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss other debugging approaches. In particular
we briefly explain slicing-based debugging approaches as well as spectrum-based approaches. Other debugging techniques
are only briefly discussed. In order to be self-contained we introduce the basic definitions including syntax and semantics
of a small programming language in Section 3. In Section 4we present model-based debugging.We explain howmodels can
be derived from the source code. For this purpose, we replace the while-statements with nested if-statements, compute the
static single assignment form and convert this representation into an equivalent constraint representation. Afterwards, we
present experimental results obtained from our implementation. These results indicate that the approach can be used for
smaller program fragments like methods or functions effectively. Finally, we conclude the paper.
2. Debugging approaches
Automated and algorithmic debugging has a long tradition in research. Shapiro [42] was one of the first presenting an
algorithm that guides the user when searching for bugs in Prolog programs. Weiser [49,50] introduced the theory behind
computing subsets of programs called slices that are responsible for computing an unexpected variable value. He argued that
programmers themselves use slices for debugging. Since the beginnings of automated debugging many other approaches
have been presented. We refer the interested reader to Ducassé [16] presenting a general survey on automated debugging,
and Stumptner andWotawa [43]. In the rest of this section, we discuss program slicing and spectrum-based approaches for
debugging, because of recent developments, and give a very brief overview on other current debugging techniques.
2.1. Program slicing
Work on program slicing started with Weiser’s initial work [49,50]. The idea behind slicing is to use the dependence
information in a program to find the statement responsible for the computation of wrong variable values. The dependence
information can be statically obtained during program compilation. For this purpose the data and control dependencies
in a program have to be taken into account. The drawback of the static slicing approach is that all statements together
with the corresponding dependencies are taken into account even when the statements are not executed for a certain test
case. In order to reduce the size of slices, Korel and Laski [26] introduced dynamic slicing that makes use of a test case
to reduce the size of the slice to only those statements that are executed on the given test case. Unfortunately, dynamic
slices may not contain the root cause and therefore improvements like critical slicing [15] or relevant slicing [59] have been
suggested. Gupta and colleagues [21] suggested to combine Delta Debugging [58] with forward and backward slicing, which
leads to smaller program fragments, i.e., chops, to be considered during a debugging session. Other more recent work on
slicing include work by Krinke [28], and Ranganath and colleagues [39]. For a general introduction into slicing we refer the
interested reader to Kamkar [24] and Tip [45]. Other important work include Kusomoto et al. [29] where the authors report
on an empirical analysis of the applicability of slicing for software debugging. For amore general survey on empirical results
of, and studies about slicing, we recommend Binkley and Harman’s work [5].
The combination of slicing and other approaches for debugging, testing and validation can be found inmany publications.
Krinke [27] combined slicing and constraint solving in order to improve the accuracy of slicing. They used the resulting slicer
for validation of measurement software. Kamkar [25] presented an approach that brings together slicing and algorithmic
program debugging [42]. The idea is to use slicing in order to reduce heavy user interactions, which is a drawback of
algorithmic debugging. [17] uses slicing for reducing the size of models for the purpose of formal verification. There are also
publications introducing the combination of slicing with model-based diagnosis, e.g., [53,55]. Ref. [53] proves that static
slicing and model-based diagnosis based on a dependence model lead to the same results. In [55] the author presents the
initial ideas and concepts regarding the combination of dynamic slicing, model-based, and probabilistic reasoning. In [4]
the authors discuss the integration of static slicing and probability theory. In particular this work makes use of Bayesian
reasoning to learn failure probabilities of statements fromexecution runs and enhance the corresponding nodes of a program
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dependence graph with the obtained probabilities. Moreover, the authors discuss the use of the new program dependence
graph for debugging.
We illustratedebuggingusing relevant slicingwithmodel-baseddiagnosis [53,55] using a variant of theprogramdepicted
in Fig. 1. We assume Line 1 to be fault, i.e., i = 2; instead of i = 1, and Line 13 to be correct, i.e., result = min + max;.
When applying the test cases from Table 1, we get the failing test cases B and E. In the first test case max and result have
wrong values, and in the second min and result. So what we have to do is to compute the relevant slices for min, max, and
result and to combine them appropriately. In [53,55] a hitting set algorithm is used for this purpose, but for this example
the intersection of the slices is sufficient.
A relevant slice [59] for max using test case B is computed by executing the program on B. The executed statements
form an execution trace from which we extract a directed graph. The edges are the data and control dependencies. For our
example, the obtained execution trace looks like follows:
1. i = 2;
2. min = input[0];
3. max = input[0];
4. while (i < length) {
12. }
13. result = min + max;
Obviously, Statement 3 and Statement 13 are connected via a data dependence, becausemax is defined in 3 and used in
13. Moreover, we also have a data dependence between Statement 1 and 4. When computing the relevant slice, we mark a
node where max is defined the last time and go backwards the data and control dependence edges. For this example, only
Statement 3 is marked. However, in relevant slicing also potential influences are considered. The while-statement is not
executed, but executing this statement would also allow defining max. Hence, the while statement potentially influences
the value ofmax and has to be considered for slicing. We mark Line 4 and go backward again and therefore mark Statement
1. Hence, in summary the relevant slice formax and test case B comprise the statements {1,3,4}.
For the variable result and both test cases, i.e., B and E, we obtain {1,2,3,4,13}. And for variable min and test case E we
obtain {1,2,4}. The intersection of all these relevant slices is the set {1,4}, which is also the debugging result presented to the
user. Hence, in this example we are able to reduce the search space from 13 statements to 2 for debugging. Moreover, the
bug location is also included in the result.
2.2. Spectrum-based debugging
Another very promising debugging approach is spectrum-based fault-localization [1,23]. Spectrum-based methods for
fault localizationmake use of the knowledge about statement execution for given passing and failing test cases. In particular
these approaches count how often a statement is executed for passing and failing runs. From this knowledge, a similarity
coefficient is obtained, which allows for ranking statements. The approach requires a test suite that should comprise a larger
number of test cases. A combination of spectrum-based approaches and model-based approaches for fault localization is
discussed in [36]. In [2] the authors discuss the use of probabilistic reasoning in spectrum-based debugging for ranking the
obtained diagnoses. The most recent work on spectrum-based debugging includes [3] where the authors focus on multiple
faults.
We now illustrate the spectrum-based debugging approach using themodified example program from Fig. 1, where Line
6 is changed to max = input[i]; and Line 13 is corrected to result = min + max;. The first step of spectrum-based
debugging is the computation of a block-hit matrix. A block-hit matrix (or spectrum) h is a n × mmatrix if the considered
program has n statements, and the test suite TS hasm test cases. One entry h(i, j) is set to 1 if the statement i is executed in
test case j. Otherwise, h(i, j) is set to 0. Because we want to obtain a ranking of statements based on the program executions
and the information regarding passing and failing test cases, we also need an error vector e, with e(j) = 1 if test case j causes
the program to fail, and e(j) = 0, otherwise. The given information can be depicted as follows:
Test cases
−→
Statements
⏐⏐⏐	
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h11 . . . h1m
...
...
hn1 . . . hnm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
r1
...
rn
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏐⏐⏐	 Rank
Error vector
[
e1 . . . em
]
What we want to compute is the rank. A statement is more likely to fail, if it is executed only in failing runs. A statement
that is executed only in passing runs is not likely to fail. Hence, we want to reflect these facts formally. For this purpose, in
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spectrum-based debugging a value apq(i) for statement i is introduced, where p, q ∈ {0, 1}, stating the number of passing
and failing test cases (parameter q) where a statement i is executed or not executed (parameter p).
apq(i) = ∣∣{j|xij = p∧ ej = q}∣∣
The value of apq(i) is used to compute a rank. Abreu et al. [1] introduced the Ochiai coefficient used in the molecular
biology domain for this purpose. The Ochiai coefficient is defined as follows:
So(i) = a11(i)√
(a11(i) + a01(i)) · (a11(i) + a10(i))
For our running example, the block-hit spectrum and the rank using the test cases A to E from Table 1 is given as follows:
Stmnt \ Test case A B C D E Rank So
1. i = 1; 1 1 1 1 1 0.63
2. min = input[0]; 1 1 1 1 1 0.63
3. max = input[0]; 1 1 1 1 1 0.63
4. while (i < length) { 1 1 1 1 1 0.63
5. if (input[i] < min) { 0 1 1 1 1 0.71
6. max = input[i]; 0 0 1 0 1 1.00
7. }
8. if (input[i] > max) { 0 1 1 1 1 0.71
9. max = input[i]; 0 1 1 1 0 0.41
10. }
11. i = i + 1; 0 1 1 1 1 0.71
12. }
13. result = min + max; 1 1 1 1 1 0.63
Error vector 0 0 1 0 1
Regarding the rank Statement 6 is the most likely bug candidate! Hence, in this example the real bug is identified using
spectrum-based debugging.
2.3. Other approaches
There are many other approaches for automated debugging. Zeller [58] introduced with delta debugging a technique
for test case minimization. The objective in his work is to obtain a smaller test case that still reveals the same fault like
the original one in an automated way. Based on the given algorithms, Zeller and colleagues [10,57] also applied the same
technique for fault localization. The work is different to slicing-based approaches and model-based approaches because no
dependence information given in the source code is used.
Another very promising debugging approach is based on genetic programming or program mutations. Most recently
Weimer and colleagues [48] presented an approachusing genetic programming for computing changes necessary for passing
a given test suite. The basic underlying idea is to applymutation and crossover operators to a programuntil the newprogram
passes all test cases. This approach is in general not feasible. In order to make the approach applicable for larger programs,
the authors provide some heuristics. They restrict the search space for possible mutations to expressions already used in
a program. Moreover, the authors suggested not to compute the mutations for all statements but only for those that are
executed when running a test case. The first empirical results provided are very promising. Similar to delta debugging,
approaches using mutations do not rely on dependence information. It is interesting to note that there is a relationship
between mutation-based approaches and model-based approaches (see [52]). Moreover, Stumptner andWotawa [44] used
expression replacements in their work on model-based debugging of functional programs. These replacements can be seen
as mutations of the original expressions.
Console and colleagues [12] introduced model-based debugging of logic programs based on model-based diagnosis [40]
improving previous work, i.e., [42]. Bond et al. [6,7] improves the approach and eliminates some flaws. It is interesting
to note that there are other applications to debugging, based on model-based diagnosis, e.g., Liver’s work on debugging
programs in the telecommunication industry [30,31]. This work, in contrast to Console et al. and the one presented in this
paper, relies on a model of the program that has to be provided by the user of such a system. Other work in model-based
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debugging using many different programming languages include [18,51,54] (hardware description language VHDL), [44]
(a simple functional language), and [32,33] (Java). The use of constraints for model-based debugging has been reported in
[9,37,38,56]. In contrast to previous work, we present a more elaborated empirical analysis in this paper.
3. Basic definitions
We first formally introduce the syntax and semantics of the programming language used in the rest of this paper. The
language L is a simple imperative assignment language over numbers, boolean values, and arrays. In this language we
ignore variable declarations and type checking. Moreover, pointers are also not considered. The restrictions are for keeping
the definition overhead as small as possible. Before introducing the syntax of L, we assume VAR to be the set of variables
used in a L program and define expressions EXP recursively as follows:
Definition 1 (Syntax of expressions EXP). The expressions used in L can be separated into 2 classes: the basic expressions,
and the combined expressions.
• Basic expressions: In EXP we distinguish the following basic expressions:
– Boolean values: true, false are expressions.
– Numbers: n is an expression if n is a representation of a number, e.g., -1, 0, 1, or -1.2e-2 are expressions.
– Variables: x is an expression, if x ∈ VAR.
– Array access: x[E], with x ∈ VAR and E ∈ EXP is an access to an array element; the expression E always evaluates to a
natural number.
• Combined expressions: If E and E′ are basic expressions, then uop E and E op E′ are combined expressions, where uop is an
unary operator: - (minus sign), ! (not), and op is a binary operator: + (plus), - (minus), * (multiply), / (divide), && (logical
and), || (logical or).
In the definition of expressions,we only allow combined expressions to comprise one operator and one or two arguments.
Using the above definition of EXP we now defined L:
Definition 2 (Syntax L). The syntax of the programming language L is given as follows:
• A program in L comprise a sequence of statements S1, . . . , Sn.• In Lwe distinguish the following kind of statements:
– Assignment statements are of the form x = E ; or x [ E′ ] = E ; where x ∈ VAR is a variable, and E, E′ ∈ EXP are both
expressions.
– Conditional statements are of the form if E { B1 }, where E ∈ EXP is an expression returning a boolean value, and B1 is
a program written in L, optionally comprising an else block of the form else { B2 }, where B2 is again a program.
– Loop statements are of the form while E { B }, where E ∈ EXP is an expression and B is a program written in L.
Note that in the given definitions the programs in L and all constructs are represented using an underscore. This is for
distinguishing the syntactical part of L from its semantics. However, from here on until the end of this paper we do not use
the underscore in our examples. For example, the program given in Fig. 1 is obviously a program written in L.
In the following, we define the semantics of L. For this purpose we introduce a function  mapping constructs from L
together with the current state to a new state. By successively applying the semantics function, the final state of a program,
given an initial state, is defined. The state in our context comprise the variable environment and a memory. The variable
environment ω : VAR → DOM is a function mapping variables from VAR to its values in DOM. The set of possible values
DOM comprises the boolean values (T, F), all numbers (−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1.2e5, . . .), and all possible array identifiers IDX .
We assume that array identifiers from IDX are unique and start with a @ followed by a natural number. The memory itself is
a function σ : IDX × N → DOM mapping array elements to their value. Moreover, we assume a function length returning
the length of an array.
Note that variable environments induce set of pairs, i.e., Eω = {(x, v)|Êω(x) = v}. In the following we use the set
representation and the function representation of variable environments interchangeable. For simplicity we introduce a
set of environments ENV and a set of memories MEM comprising all possible environments and instances of memory
respectively.
We start with the definition of the semantics of expressions.
Definition 3 (Semantics of EXP). Given a state (ω, σ ) ⊆ ENV × MEM. The semantics of EXP is defined as follows:
• Basic expressions
– Boolean values: true(ω, σ ) = T, false(ω, σ ) = F
– Numbers: n(ω, σ ) = n
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– Variables: x(ω, σ ) = ω(x)
– Array access: x[E](ω, σ ) = σ(ω(x), E(ω, σ ))
• Combined expressions: In the following we assume that the operators uop and op are represented by themselves.
– uop E(ω, σ ) = uop (E(ω, σ ))
– E op E′(ω, σ ) = E(ω, σ ) op E′(ω, σ )
Note that inL expressions do not change the state.We now use the semantics of EXP to define the semantics of programs.
Definition 4 (Semantics of L). Given a state (ω, σ ) ⊆ ENV × MEM. The semantics of L is defined as follows:
• Sequence of statements: S1 . . . Sn(ω, σ ) = S2 . . . Sn(S1(ω, σ )) with (ω, σ ) = (ω, σ ) as the base case of this
inductive definition over the number of statements.
• Assignments:
– Variable at the left side of the assignment: x = E ;(ω, σ ) = (ω′, σ ) with ∀y ∈ VAR∧ y 
= x : ω′(y) = ω(y) and
ω′(x) = E(ω, σ ).
– Array access at the left side: x [ E′ ] = E ;(ω, σ ) = (ω, σ ′) where ∀i ∈ IDX ∧ i 
= ω(x) : ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , length(i)} :
σ ′(i, j) = σ(i, j), and ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , length(i)} ∧ j 
= e : σ ′(ω(x), j) = σ(ω(x), j) and σ ′(ω(x), e) = E(ω, σ ) with
e = E′(σ, ω).
• Conditionals: We distinguish 2 cases:
– if E { B1 }(ω, σ ) =
⎧⎨
⎩
B1(ω, σ ) if E(ω, σ ) = T
(ω, σ ) if E(ω, σ ) = F
– if E { B1 } else { B2 }(ω, σ ) =
⎧⎨
⎩
B1(ω, σ ) if E(ω, σ ) = T
B2(ω, σ ) if E(ω, σ ) = F
• Loops:
while E { B }(ω, σ ) =
⎧⎨
⎩
while E { B }(B(ω, σ )) if E(ω, σ ) = T
(ω, σ ) if E(ω, σ ) = F
Note that in the above definition the assignment changes the value of a particular array element. If two variables point
to the same array, such a change leads to a side effect.
In order to define the debugging problem for programs written in L, we have to introduce test cases. Basically, a test
case comprises information about the values of input variables and some (but not necessarily all) information regarding the
expected output. In principle it would also be possible to define expected values for variables at arbitrary locations in the
code, but because of simplicity, we do not extend the definition in this respect.
Definition 5 (Test case). A test case for a given program  ∈ L is a tuple (I,O) where I ∈ ENV is an input environment
specifying the values of all variables used as inputs and O ∈ ENV is the expected output environment.
Note that there are no restrictions on the output environment. Hence, an empty set might also be a valid expected output
environment. Of course for validation and verification the expected output has to be defined. A given program ∈ L passes
a test case t = (I,O) if and only if I ⊇ O. Otherwise, we say that the program fails. Because of the use of the⊇ operator,
also partial test-cases are allowed, which do not specify values for all output variables.
Definition 6 (Test suite). A test suite TS for a program  ∈ L is a set of test cases.
A test suite can be partitioned into two disjoint sets comprising only passing (PASS) respectively failing (FAIL) test cases,
i.e., TS = PASS ∪ FAIL∧ PASS ∩ FAIL = ∅. Formally, we define these two subsets as follows:
PASS = {(I,O)|(I,O) ∈ TS, I ⊇ O}
FAIL = TS \ PASS
We are now able to formalize the debugging problem.
Definition 7 (Debugging problem). A debugging problem is a tuple (, TS), where ∈ L is a program, and TS = PASS∪FAIL
a test suite with at least one failing test case, i.e., |FAIL| ≥ 1.
The motivation behind this definition is that a program passing the whole test suite needs not to be considered for
debugging. A solution to the debugging problemwould be in general a variant of the original program that passes the whole
test suite. In the context of this paper, a solution is a set of statements that, when assumed to behave wrong, explains all
failing test cases.
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4. Model-based debugging
Model-based debugging is an automated debugging method that is based on a formal model of a program. The model
together with the test cases is used to check consistency under given assumptions about the correctness of statements. The
correctness assumptions are used to invoke or inhibit the corresponding model of a statement. In case of incorrectness, no
model is used and, therefore, there are no constraints on the values of variables changed by a statement. Hence, the task
of debugging is reduced to finding a set of consistent assumptions. In this paper, we implement this idea using constraints.
In particular, we show how debugging can be represented as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). A CSP is represented
by a set of variables, their domains, and a set of relations between the variables called constraints. A solution of a CSP is an
assignment of values to variables such that all constraints are fulfilled. We refer the interested reader to Dechter [14] for
more information regarding constraints, CSPs, and algorithms for finding solutions. In order to use constraints for debugging
and for solving the corresponding CSP, we rely on the available constraint solver MINION [19], which exhibits, according to
the authors of [19], superior performance over other state-of-the-art commercial constraint-solver toolkits.
Wepropose to convert programs into constraints in three steps. In thefirst step, a program is converted into its loop-free
representationLF . In this representation, all loops are replaced by nested conditional statements where the nesting depth
has to be larger or equal to the maximum number of iterations of the loops considering the given test suite. From LF we
obtain a static single assignment versionSSA. In this representation every variable is only defined once. The reason for this
representation is the easy conversion into the constraint representation CON, which is performed in the third step. Given
the static single assignment form, the translation basically comprises replacing the statement with language constructs
used by the MINION constraint solver, and adding information regarding the correctness assumptions. In summary, the
conversion process looks like follows:
 ∈ L −→ LF ∈ L −→ SSA ∈ L −→ CON
In the following subsections we discuss each conversion step and prove correctness and completeness under
certain restrictions. It is worth noting that the whole conversion can be automated and there is no need of user
interventions.
4.1. Loop elimination
Loops cannot be directly converted to a constraint representation. Therefore, a step for eliminating loops is necessary.
The elimination of loops for various purposes like verification [11] and test case generation [20] is not new and is based
on unrolling loops, i.e., to create a loop-free program by replacing the loop of the original program by a set of nested if-
statements (e.g., see for example also [9,37]). When executing while-statements, they behave like a conditional statement
in one step. If the condition is fulfilled, the statements in the block are executed and the while-statement is executed again
afterwards. Otherwise, the while-statement is not executed. Hence, it is semantically correct to represent while-statements
using an infinite number of nested if-statements, i.e., while ( C ) { B } is equivalent to
if ( C ) {
B if ( C ) {
B if ( C ) {
B if ... } } }
where C represents the condition, and B the statements in the sub-block of the while statement.
Obviously it is true that if themaximumnumberof iterations isknowninadvance, then the loop-freeprogramisequivalent
to the original program. Note that program debugging is based on one or more test cases, and executing the program for
those test cases yields themaximumnumber of iterations in the faulty program for the given test suite. Of course the number
of necessary iterations might be large, causing a substantial increase of the size of the loop-free variant. However, usually
test cases are designed in order to reveal bugs using inputs of manageable size. Hence, a small number of iterations is often
sufficient for detecting faults (e.g., see [22]). It can be easily proven that the following corollary stating the correctness of
the conversion into loop-free programs holds.
Corollary 1. Given a debugging problem (, TS). Let LF be the corresponding loop-free program of  where all loops are
replaced by nested-if statements and where the nesting depth is larger than the number of loop iterations for each test case in TS.
LF and  compute the same output values for all test cases in TS, i.e., ∀(I,O) ∈ TS : I = LF I.
Example. Fig. 2 shows the loop-free version of our example program from Fig. 1 for 2 iterations. 
4.2. Building the static single assignment (SSA) form
Our constraint representation requires that all left-side variables in the program have unique names, i.e., each variable
should be defined only once. Hence, we use the static single assignment (SSA) form, which is an intermediate representation
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Fig. 2. The loop-free version of the program in Fig. 1 for 2 iterations.
of the program with the property that no two left-side variables have the same name (see [8,13,47]). This is achieved by
replacing each left-side variable with a new variable whose name is composed of the name of the original variable plus a
unique index as suffix, see Fig. 3.
In order to obtain the SSA form of a program, it is also necessary to convert loops, arrays and conditional statements. As
loops are, in our approach, represented by nested if-statements, we only need to consider the conversion of conditional
statements and array structures.
In the language of L a valid conditional statement is of the form:
if(cond) {...} else {...}
In order to convert a conditional statement into its SSA-equivalent the following steps are necessary:
(1) The value of the evaluated condition cond is stored in a new boolean variable cond_i, where i is a unique index.
(2) The assignment statements of the if- structure, i.e., of the then and else-branches, are converted similar to the
assignments found outside of the conditional structure, i.e., all the assignments in the conditional structure will be
executed by the SSA representation, independently of the boolean value of cond. If a new if-statement is encountered
in one of the branches the process returns to step 1.
(3) After converting all the statements of the if-structure, we must compute the exit values of the variables involved
in the assignments associated to the conditional structure. For that purpose a new set of variables are added, i.e.,
conditional exit variables. The values of these new variables depend on the indexed variables which were intro-
duced for the branches and on the boolean condition condexpr. For the evaluation of those values we define the
-function:
(v_j, v_k, cond_i) def=
⎧⎨
⎩
v_j if cond_i = true
v_k otherwise
Thewaywehandlearrays is somehowsimilar to thewaywehandle assignment statements. For thepurpose of explaining
the conversionof arrays,weassumeanarrayAof lengthn > 0with elements 〈a1...ai...an〉. The access to elements is assumed
to be done using the [] operator, which maps from A and a given index i to the array element ai. We now discuss two cases,
i.e., the array is used at the right side of an assignment, and the array occurs at the left side of an assignment.
In a statement of type z = A[E], i.e., the array access is found at the right hand of an equation with index E, A is
represented in the SSA form as A_k, where k is the currently given unique index k for the array A.
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Fig. 3. The SSA form corresponding to the program from Fig. 2.
Themoredifficult part ishandling statements likeA[m] = xexpr,where thearray is on the left handsideof anassignment.
For this purpose we use an update array function [13]: (A, i, exp). The function  returns a new array A′, which except
for the value at index i, has the same values as the array A. For example, if we encounter statement A[m] = xexpr during
conversion, then its SSA form is Ak+1 = (Ak,m, xexpr). We now formally define the function  . Assume a program
fragment A[i] = f(x), where the i-th element of A is set to the outcome of function f given parameters x. This statement
only changes the i-th element but not the others.
{ A } // A before the statement
A[i] = f(x)
{ A’ } // A after the statement
The new value after executing the statement is given as follows: A’[i] = f(x) and ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i 
= j: A’[j] =
A[j]. As a consequence, the function (written as Psi in the source code) has to implement this semantics in order to allow
replacing the original statement with A = (A,i,f(x)).
Before stating the correctness of this conversion step, we give another example:
1. min = input[i];
2. input[i] = 5;
3. input[2] = input[1] + 5;
Accordingly to our conversion rules we obtain the following SSA representation:
1. min_0 = input_0[i_0];
2. input_1 = Psi(input_0,i_0,5);
3. input_2 = Psi(input_1,2,input_1[1] + 5);
Note that can be implemented as a function in order to ensure the equivalent behavior even in the context of program
execution. Assume that Psi has the formal arguments A, i, e and that the length of an array can be accessed via a function
length, then the body of the function is given as follows:
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Algorithm Psi (A, i, e)
Inputs: Array A, index i, value e
Outputs: Array B that is a copy of A except for element i. Element i receives the new value e.
j = 1;
while (j < length(A)) {
if (j==i) {
B[j] = e;
} else {
B[j] = A[j];
}
j = j + 1;
}
return B;
The introduction of the function for handling arrays does not handle the semantics of arrays stated in the semantics of
L correctly in all cases. The semantics of L allows for side effects. If we have two variables pointing to the same arrays, then
any change of the array using one of the two variables is visible using the other variable. This is not the case here, where
in each array assignment the complete array content is copied. Consequently, the conversion cannot be correct in general.
However, if we assume that each array is only accessed via one variable, i.e., there are no two variables pointing to the same
array, then the conversion is correct. We again express this equivalence under restrictions in a corollary. In the corollary we
use a function ν that maps variables of the original program to their last index used in the SSA form.
Corollary 2. Given a loop-free program LF ∈ L and a test suite TS. The SSA representation SSA ∈ L of LF is equivalent to
LF with respect to the test suite TS and the corresponding input output variables if and only if LF does not contain variables
pointing to the same array. I.e., ∀(I,O) ∈ TS : ∀(y, vy) ∈ LF I : ∃(y_ν(y), vy) ∈ SSA{(x_0, vx)|(x, vx) ∈ I}.
The proof of the corollary is straightforward and therefore omitted. Note that for debugging purposes the input output
equivalence, which is similar to the input output conformance (IOCO) [46] used in testing, is sufficient.
Example. The SSA representation of the program from Fig. 2 is given in Fig. 3. 
4.3. From SSA programs to their constraint representation
Before formalizing the debugging problem as a constraint satisfaction problem, we introduce some required definitions
borrowed from [38].
Definition 8 (σ(S) – Mapping original program↔ SSA). Let be the original programwritten in L, and letSSA denote the
program resulting from the loop-unrolling and SSA-conversion of . Moreover, let SSA ⊆ SSA be the loop-free SSA form
without those statements containing . We define a total function σ which maps every statement S′ ∈ SSA backwards to
its corresponding statement S ∈ :
σ : SSA → 
Example. Let us consider our running program from Fig. 1 again. The program comprises 13 statements, i.e., 〈S1, . . . , S13〉
all of them relevant for debugging. The corresponding SSA considering 2 iterations of the while-statement comprises 26
statements 〈S′1, . . . , S′26〉 (see Fig. 3). We obtain the mapping: σ(S′1) = S1, . . . , σ (S′12) = S4, σ (S′19) = S11, . . .. 
We now define the constraint representation of a sequential program using the σ function. A constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP) is a tuple (V,D, CO), where V is a set of variables, each variable v ∈ V has a domain D(v), and CO is a set of
constraints. Each constraint defines a relation between variables. A solution of a CSP assigns values to all variables s.t. all
constraints are satisfied. The following definition states how programs are converted into their constraint representation.
Definition 9 (CON – Constraint representation of ). The constraint representation CON of a sequential program  ∈ L
is a tuple (V,D, CO)where:
• V = VAR(SSA) ∪ {ab(S) | S ∈ } where
– VAR
(
SSA
)
is the set of all variables in SSA.
– ab(S) denotes a single boolean variable stating whether statement S of the original program is abnormal (i.e., faulty).
• The domain D(v) of a variable v ∈ VAR(SSA) is equivalent to the data type of the variable in the program (i.e., a number
or a boolean), and D
(
ab(S)
) = {T, F}.
• CO comprises exactly one constraint for every statement in the SSA form. CO is created as follows:
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– For every S′ ∈ SSA:
(1) If S′ has the form v = (. . .): add the relation
v = (. . .)
to CO.
(2) Otherwise, S′ has the form v = Eexpr and Eexpr does not contain : add the relation
ab(S)∨ (v = Eexpr)
to CO, with S = σ(S′).
To be useful for debugging, themapping from SSA to constraints has to be correct. This is stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 3. LetCSP be the constraint representation of SSA programSSA, and T = (I,O) a test case forSSA. Both represen-
tations, i.e., CSP and SSA, allows for computing the same output given the same input with respect to corresponding variables.
I.e.: ∀(y_ν(y), vy) ∈ I : y_ν(y) = vy is in the solution of the CSP CSP ∪ I when assuming all statements to be correct, i.e.,∀S ∈ STMNTS(SSA) : ab(S) = true, where STMNTS is a function returning all statements of a program.
Again the proof is straightforward because the mapping between the SSA form of a program and its constraint represen-
tation is a one to one mapping.
Example. The following constraint representation is extracted from the SSA form in Fig. 3:
• V = {min_0,max_0, result_0, . . . , cond_0, cond_1max_7, . . . , i_4, result_1} ∪
{ab(S1), . . . , ab(S12), ab(S8), ab(S9), ab(S11), ab(S13)}• D(a) = Z, D(cond_0) = {true, false}, etc.
• Constraints:
CO =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ab(S1)∨ (inti_0 = 1), [S′1]
ab(S2)∨ (min_1 = input_0[0]), [S′2]
. . .
ab(S5)∨ (cond_1 = cond_0)∧ input_0[i_0] < min_1), [S′5]
ab(S6)∨ (min_2 = input_0[i_0]), [S′6]
min_3 = (min_1,min_2, cond_1), [S′7]
. . .
ab(S5)∨ (cond_4 = cond_3∧ input_0[i_1] < min_3), [S′13]
ab(S6)∨ (min_4 = input_0[i_1]), [S′14]
. . .
i_4 = (i_0, i_3, cond_0), [S′25]
ab(S13)∨ (result_1 = min_7 ∗ max_7), [S′26]
. . .
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

4.4. Using the constraint model for debugging
From Corollaries 1–3we are able to conclude that thewhole conversion process is correct with respect to its input output
behavior and the given restrictions. Therefore, the following theorem must be true.
Theorem 4. The conversion of a program  into its constraint representation does not change the computed output values for
given input values.
This theorem is important to ensure the correct computation of fault locations. What is missing for debugging is the
connection between the test suite and the constraint representation of a program. In the following we show how test cases
are represented as constraints, and define a solution to the debugging problem formally, afterwards.
Definition 10 (Constraint representation of test cases). Given a program  and a test case T = (I,O). The constraint repre-
sentation of the test case is given as follows: TCSP = {x_0 = vx|(x, vx) ∈ I} ∪ {y_ν(y) = vy|(y, vy) ∈ O}. The function ν
assigns the maximum index used in the SSA form of  to each variable.
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From the previous discussion we know that we are interested in assignments to the ab variables introduced for each
statement. The purpose of these variables is to state correctness (in case the variable is false) or incorrectness of a statement.
In the following,wewant touse a constraint solver to compute suchassignments ensuring that the systembehaves consistent
with respect to the given test case. Therefore, we introduce now a correctness assumption (	) as follows:
Definition 11 ((	)). Let	 ⊆ STMNTS() be a set of statements of the original program. Then(	) denotes the following
set of constraints:
(	) = {ab(S) = true | S ∈ 	} ∪ {ab(S) = false | S ∈ STMNTS() \ 	}
Using the notation(	)we are nowable to define a solution to the debugging problem formally. This definition is similar
to Reiter’s definition of model-based diagnosis [40], but tailored to the context of program debugging:
Definition 12 (Diagnosis). Given a diagnosis problem (, TS) where  ∈ L is a program, and TS a test suite. Let T ∈ TS be
a failing test case. A set	 ⊆ STMNTS() is a solution to the model-based debugging problem (CSP, TCSP), i.e., a diagnosis,
if and only if the constraint problem CSP ∪ TCSP ∪ (	) is satisfiable.
A diagnosis 	 is (subset-)minimal iff no proper subset is a diagnosis. Moreover, a diagnosis 	 has a minimal cardinality
iff there is no diagnosis	′ with |	′| < |	|. In most cases, one is interested in minimal cardinality diagnoses or even single
bugs only.
In the definition of diagnosis, the debugging problem is stated as a CSP and diagnoses are the solutions of the CSP. Because
of the conversion, the diagnosis results are correct and make use of the syntax and semantics of a program for computing
candidates. The level of diagnosis is the statement level. Hence, only statements canbe responsible for amisbehavior. Because
of the usedmodel, it is not always guaranteed to find the correct solution like in other debugging approaches. The following
examples discusses such a situation.
Example. In almost all situations our approach is able to identify the faulty statements. There exists, however, situations
where our algorithm cannot identify the faulty statement. For example, if thewrong variable at the left side of an assignment
is used and the error revealing test case T is tooweak. Let us again consider our runningprogram (Fig. 1). Assume furthermore
that Line 13 is correct, i.e., result = min + max;, but Line 6 is not. Instead of min = input[i] this line comprise max
= input[i];. An error revealing test case is input = [1, 0, 1] with the expected output result = 1. It can be seen that the
faulty version of the program returns result = 2, which makes T(input = [1, 0, 1]; result = 1) an error revealing test case.
However our approach, for this test case, cannot designate statement 6 as faulty.
The reason for this behavior is the following: The only situation in which statement 6 can be a single fault explanation is
when the expressions corresponding to statements 4 and 5 evaluate to true. For our test case this only happens for input[1],
i.e., (i < size) ⇔ (1 < 3) (T) and (input[i] < min) ⇔ (0 < 1) (T). In this situation statement 6 sets the value of max
to 1. If we designate this statement, i.e., 6, as abnormal, the constraint solver tries to find a value for max 
= 1, that could
lead to result = min + max = 1. After statement 2, in the faulty version of the program, min is always 1, i.e., the only
natural value which max could take such that result = 1, is max = 0. If we set max to 0 or less at statement 6, then at
the second iteration the value of statement 8, for input[2] = 1 will evaluate to true and max will be set again to 1, which
will, again, contradict the expected value for variable result. Obviously settingmax at statement 6 to something greater than
1 will always contradict the expected output value result = 1. Therefore, statement 6, for test case T(input = [1, 0, 1];
result = 1), cannot be designate as single fault candidate. However the same error is successfully identified if we use a
different test case, e.g., input = [1, 2, 0]; result = 2. 
This example shows that there are caseswhere the real bug cannot be correctly identified.Moreover, it also indicates that
the right test case again is able to solve the problem. Hence, a close integration of test case generation into the debugging
process and the handling of multiple test cases are recommended.
5. Implementation and experimental results
In this sectionwe showhow to apply a state-of-the-art constraint solver in programdebugging. For this purposewe chose
theMINION solver [19].We showhow tomodel our constraint representation inMINION, andhow to compute the diagnoses.
MINION is an open-source constraint solver,which exhibited a superior performance on a number of large problem instances
(see [19]), compared with modern constraint toolkits like ILOG or GeCode.
One particularity of MINION is that it does not perform an in-between transformation of the input constraint sys-
tem; i.e., the constraint solving algorithms operate directly on the input, whereas many other constraint toolkits trans-
form the input to an internal representation. This property of MINION aims at increasing the performance, but it also
imposes some limitations on the way constraints are modeled. E.g., nested quantifications, multiple operators are not
supported.
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The SSA form of a program to be debugged comprises assignments, conditional statements, arithmetic and boolean
operations. In order to convert these programs into CSPs we need arithmetic constraints, conditional constraints and logical
constraints. The MINION constraints library provides an implementation of all arithmetic and logical operators, which are
needed for our purposes. In addition, the MINION library contains a constraint of the form
reify(Condexpr, Condvar)
where the boolean variable Condvar is true if and only if the condition Condexpr is satisfied. We need this constraint for
converting conditional statements.
In Section 4.3 we introduced a boolean variable ab(S) for every statement of the original program . In MINION we use
an array AB[..] containing boolean values which state the abnormality of the corresponding statement. This size of this
array is equal to the number of statements involved in the diagnosis process. For example, theMINION syntax corresponding
to statement S′4 of the program given in Fig. 3 is:
BOOL cond_0
BOOL AB[1]
DISCRETE i_0 {0..250}
DISCRETE size11_0 {0..250}
...
watched-or({element(AB,4,1),
reify(ineq(i_0,size11_0,-1),cond_0)})
Theabove constraint is satisfied if in the arrayAB the element foundat the index4 is 1 (true) or if cond_0 ↔ (i_0 < size_0).
The size of the domain depends on the analyzed program, e.g., in our case {0..250} is sufficient for performing debugging.
Another challenge in the MINION conversion process is the conversion of the-function. In MINION two constraints are
necessary toexpress this function.One isof the type cond ↔ outputcond and theotherone isof the type¬cond ↔ outputbefore.
outputcond represents the exit value of variable output if the condition has been executed, and outputbefore represents the
value of the variable output if the condition, cond was evaluated to false. For example in MINION statement S′7 from Fig. 3
becomes:
watched-or({eq(cond_1,0), eq(min_3,min_2)})
watched-or({eq(cond_1,1), eq(min_3,min_1)})
Minion does not support nested quantifications or different operators assignments, hence we have to subdivide such a
constraint into two or more simpler constraints. For example, for modeling statement S′8 in Fig. 3 in MINION we need to
introduce an extra auxiliary boolean variables, condAux which first evaluates input_0[i_0] > max_1, and only after we
assign to cond_2 the logic-and product between condAux and cond_0. That is in MINION we have:
watched-or({element(AB,8,1),
reify(ineq(max_1,input_0[i_0],-1),condAux)})
watched-or({element(AB,8,1),
reify(watchsumgeq([cond_0,condAux], 2),cond_2)})
In our approach the elements equal to 1 of the abnormal array AB[..], designate the possible faulty components. The
number of elements equal to one designate the cardinality of our diagnosis, i.e., single fault – only one component from the
array is equal to one, double fault – two components of the array are equal to one, etc. As we want to identify all diagnosis
of a certain cardinality, we are interested in all the combinations of the boolean values in the AB[..] array. In MINION, the
command VARORDER[AB[_]] forces the solver to compute all possible solutions of the CSP with the restriction that no two
solutions have the same value assignments to the AB[..] array; i.e., for two solutions at least one element in this arraymust
have a different value.
Moreover, in practice it is neither possible nor desired to generate all possible diagnoses. A common approach in model-
based diagnosis is to compute all (subset-)minimal diagnoses or all minimal-cardinality diagnoses. Although a single call to
the MINION solver is not able to deliver all subset-minimal diagnoses, we can achieve that MINION computes all diagnoses
	with a certain cardinality |	| = n in a single call. For this purpose, we introduce an auxiliary variable sumwhich is equal
to the sum of the elements in the AB[..] array (each boolean variable has the value 0 or 1). Then we can achieve our goal
by adding a constraint which specifies that summust be equal to n. The following MINION code leads to the computation of
all single-fault diagnoses (note that the constraint sum = 1 must be mapped to two MINION constraints):
sumleq(AB, sum)
sumgeq(AB, sum)
eq(sum, 1)
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5.1. Experimental results
We implemented the described approach using MINION and compared it with the abstract interpretation-based model
(AIM) approach, proposed by Mayer and colleagues [34]. For this purpose, we use a variation of the well-known Traffic Alert
and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) benchmark, taken from [41]. The TCAS benchmark comprises a set of 41 faulty versions
of a correct loop-free program. The obtained results can be found in Table 2. The results corresponding to the AIM approach
were taken from [35]. All the experiments were carried out using an Intel Pentium Dual Core 2 GHz with 4 GB of RAM. In
our experiments no out-of memory error was encountered.
It can be seen from Table 2, that the number of single-fault candidates computed with the MINION based approach is
sometimes slightly higher than the one computed using the AIM approach. However, these differences can be neglected.
From the running time point of view, theMINION approach exhibits superior performances over the AIM approach although
that a direct comparison is somehow unfair because of different computing equipment used. In all tests, the time needed
by MINION to compute the single-fault candidates was less than half of a second, whereas the best time needed for the AIM
approach was 5 s and the worst one was 83 s, with an average of 16 s.
Furthermore, we tested our approach on a set of small programs including the one used as running example through this
paper (the results are depicted in Table 3). The programs implement basic arithmetic functions, like division, multiplication,
greatest common divisor, power, and others. The diagnosis time was always less than 1/10 s. The approach allowed for
Table 2
Each program Variant is characterized by the number of statements #LOC , the number of single fault
candidates computedwith theMINION approach #D, the time needed to compute the single fault candidate
with the MINION approach Time(s), the minimal and maximal number of single fault candidates obtained
using the AIM approach #DAIM , and the time needed for AIM approach to compute the worst/best diagnosis
Time(s)AIM .
Variant #LOC MINION AIM
#D Time(s) #DAIM Time(s)AIM
min max worst best
tcas_v01 78 28 0,28 21 23 16 83
tcas_v02 78 26 0,28 12 22 11 33
tcas_v03 78 29 0,32 2 23 15 18
tcas_v04 78 25 0,26 20 23 13 16
tcas_v05 78 25 0,33 18 21 12 25
tcas_v06 78 25 0,28 19 22 15 18
tcas_v07 78 9 0,26 10 22 12 19
tcas_v08 78 27 0,36 22 22 26 26
tcas_v09 78 11 0,26 11 12 11 22
tcas_v10 78 29 0,23 21 26 16 31
tcas_v11 78 23 0,31 17 24 12 29
tcas_v12 78 23 0,21 17 23 12 37
tcas_v13 78 27 0,26 21 22 24 28
tcas_v14 78 6 0,15 6 6 5 35
tcas_v15 78 24 0,25 18 21 13 19
tcas_v16 78 26 0,29 20 22 17 47
tcas_v17 78 9 0,21 10 22 16 44
tcas_v18 78 9 0,24 10 22 13 51
tcas_v19 78 9 0,26 10 22 14 24
tcas_v20 78 27 0,28 22 23 15 29
tcas_v21 78 27 0,24 22 22 15 29
tcas_v22 78 8 0,28 9 9 10 13
tcas_v23 78 9 0,29 11 11 11 15
tcas_v24 78 24 0,24 19 21 14 18
tcas_v25 78 9 0,26 10 10 14 16
tcas_v26 78 25 0,24 18 21 16 22
tcas_v27 78 25 0,23 18 21 14 21
tcas_v28 78 14 0,23 10 22 10 65
tcas_v29 78 10 0,23 10 22 9 37
tcas_v30 78 13 0,28 12 22 11 33
tcas_v31 78 24 0,21 18 21 12 14
tcas_v32 78 23 0,28 16 19 13 18
tcas_v33 78 9 0,26 10 23 14 30
tcas_v34 78 22 0,28 18 20 13 26
tcas_v35 78 14 0,26 10 22 9 68
tcas_v36 78 2 0,24 3 3 10 13
tcas_v37 78 9 0,26 10 23 13 17
tcas_v38 78 1 0,001 3 11 13 30
tcas_v39 78 9 0,26 10 10 12 12
tcas_v40 78 8 0,23 12 12 14 16
tcas_v41 78 27 0,21 21 24 13 15
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Table 3
Each program Name has associated its number of statements, LOCprog , the number of iteration for the loop
unrolling, #It, the number of SSA-statements, LOCssa , the number of diagnosis, #D, theMINIONcomputation
time, Ts and the total number of constraints and constraints variable from theMINION file, |CO| and #VarCO
respectively.
Name LOCprog #It LOCssa #D Ts |CO| #VarCO
Division_V0 21 1 26 4 0,01 24 22
Division_V1 21 1 26 3 0,01 24 22
Division_V2 21 1 26 2 0,01 24 22
Division_V3 21 2 32 5 0,01 33 28
Division_V4 21 2 32 5 0,01 33 28
Division_V5 21 2 32 2 0,01 33 28
Mult_V0 12 1 20 4 0,01 13 12
Mult_V1 12 1 20 4 0,01 13 12
Mult_V2 12 1 20 2 0,01 13 12
Mult_V3 12 2 25 5 0,01 21 17
Mult_V4 12 2 25 5 0,01 21 17
Mult_V5 12 2 25 2 0,01 21 17
MultV2_V0 18 1 27 6 0,01 24 20
MultV2_V1 18 1 27 6 0,01 24 20
MultV2_V2 18 1 27 6 0,01 24 20
MultV2_V3 18 2 48 6 0,01 65 49
MultV2_V4 18 2 48 5 0,01 65 49
MultV2_V5 18 2 48 8 0,01 65 49
Sum_V0 13 1 21 4 0,01 13 10
Sum_V1 13 1 21 2 0,01 13 10
Sum_V2 13 1 21 2 0,01 13 10
Sum_V3 13 2 26 5 0,01 22 16
Sum_V4 13 2 26 2 0,01 22 16
Sum_V5 13 2 26 5 0,01 22 16
gCD_V0 24 2 37 3 0,01 31 34
gCD_V1 24 2 37 4 0,01 31 34
gCD_V2 24 2 37 5 0,01 31 34
Power_V0 5 1 6 2 0,01 12 14
Power_V1 5 1 6 3 0,01 12 14
Power_V2 5 1 6 2 0,01 12 14
Power_V3 5 2 11 2 0,01 21 24
Power_V4 5 2 11 5 0,01 21 24
Power_V5 5 2 11 2 0,01 21 24
sumPower_V0 10 1 13 3 0,01 23 22
sumPower_V1 10 1 13 3 0,01 23 22
sumPower_V2 10 1 13 2 0,01 23 22
sumPower_V3 10 2 21 3 0,01 34 43
sumPower_V4 10 2 21 5 0,01 34 43
sumPower_V5 10 2 21 8 0,01 34 43
Data_V1 21 2 34 7 0,02 59 47
Data_V2 21 2 34 4 0,06 55 45
Data_V3 21 2 34 5 0,01 61 49
Data_V4 21 2 34 5 0,01 61 49
Data_V5 21 2 34 2 0,01 58 47
Data_V6 21 2 34 5 0,01 59 47
Data_V7 21 2 34 4 0,01 59 47
reducing the number of statements to be considered during debugging. It is worth noting that in almost all cases a slicing-
based approach would not allow to reduce the statements to be considered even by one.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we presented the most recent developments in automated debugging research. In particular, we discussed
slicing-based, spectrum-based, and model-based debugging where the main focus was on the latter one. For the purpose
of explaining model-based debugging, we introduced syntax and semantics of a small, but Turing-complete sequential and
imperative language. The language togetherwith a test suite,which comprises test cases stating inputs and expected outputs,
forms a debugging problem. We provided the background model used in model-based debugging to compute a solution to
a given debugging problem. We showed that the background model can be automatically obtained from the source code.
Furthermore, we proved the correctness of this conversion process. The model itself is represented as a set of constraints.
When using this model together with the constraint representation of a test case, we formulate the debugging problem
as a constraint satisfaction problem. Solutions to the constraint satisfaction problem can be easily obtained using a todays
constraint solver. Our empirical results indicate that the approach is feasible for smaller programs up to several 100 lines of
code, from which follows that an application for automated debugging methods or functions is in reach.
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The following table lists the result of a comparison between the threemethods slicing-based debugging, spectrum-based
debugging, and model-based debugging.
Program size #Test cases Passing/failing Quality Impl.
Slicing Medium/large ≥ 1 Failing Avg. Easy
Spectrum Medium/large  1 Passing/failing Avg. Easy
Model-based Small ≥ 1 Failing Opt. Difficult
Because dynamic slices and program spectra are computed directly from execution traces, there is only a small com-
putational overhead. Therefore, both approaches can be easily adapted to be used for programs of medium or larger size.
The slicing-based and the model-based approach requires at least one failing test case whereas spectrum-based debugging
works only if there are enough positive and negative test cases. The quality of the spectrum-based and the slicing-based
approaches are average meaning that the expected reduction varies between 50 % and 90 % of the code and maybe more in
rare situations. The reduction is better when considering model-based debugging because this approach makes use of both
the syntax and the semantics of a program. However, implementing the approach is less easy because a compiler for model
extraction has to be designed and implemented. A combination of all three approaches, e.g., computing spectra using slicing
information, and using the obtained diagnoses from the spectrum-based approach for focusing model-based debugging
would help to further improve automated debugging both in terms of reduction capabilities and running time requirements.
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